In this paper we derive the formulation of one dimensional linear and nonlinear system of second order boundary value problems (BVPs) for the pair of functions using Galerkin weighted residual method. Here we use Bernstein and Legendre polynomials as basis functions. The proposed method is tested on several examples and reasonable accuracy is found. Finally, the approximate solutions are compared with the exact solutions and also with the solutions of the existing methods.
Introduction
Ordinary differential systems have been focused in many studies due to their frequent appearance in various applications in physics, engineering, biology and other fields. Wazwaz [1] applied the Adomian decomposition method to solve singular initial value problems in the second order ordinary differential equations, Ramos [2] proposed linearization techniques for solving singular initial value problems (IVPs) of ordinary differential equations, and there are other papers [7 -9] for solving second order IVPs. However, many classical numerical methods used to solve secondorder IVPs that cannot be applied to second order BVPs. For a nonlinear system of second order BVPs [3] , there are few valid methods to obtain the numerical solutions. Many authors [10, 11] discussed the existence of solutions to second order systems, including the approximation of solutions via finite difference method. Lu [4] proposed the variational iteration method for solving a nonlinear system of second order BVPs. Since piecewise polynomials can be differentiated and integrated easily and can be approximated to any function of any accuracy desired. Hence Bernstein polynomials have been used by many authors. Very recently, Bhatti and Bracken [5] used Bernstein polynomials for solving two point second order BVP, but it is limited only to first order nonlinear IVP. Besides spline functions and Bernstein polynomials, there are another type of piecewise continuous polynomials, namely Legendre polynomials [6] .
Therefore, the purpose of this paper is devoted to use two kinds of piecewise polynomials:
Bernstein and Legendre polynomials widely for solving system of linear and nonlinear second order BVP exploiting Galerkin weighted residual method.
Some Special Polynomials
In this section we give a short description on Bernstein [5] and Legendre [6] polynomials which are used in this paper.
(a) Bernstein polynomials
The general form of the Bernstein polynomials of nth degree over the interval [ , ] is defined by
Note that each of these + 1 polynomials having degree satisfies the following properties:
The first 11 Bernstein polynomials of degree ten over the interval [0,1] , are given below:
, ( ) = 10(1 − ) xi.
, =
All these polynomial will satisfy the corresponding homogeneous form of the essential boundary conditions in the Galerkin method to solve a BVP. 
System of Second Order Differential Equations
General linear system of two second-order differential equations in two unknowns functions ( ) and ( ), is a system of the form [2] And general nonlinear system of two second-order differential equations in two unknowns functions ( ) and ( ), is a system of the form [4] 
for the pair of functions ( ) and ( ) in 0 < < 1. Since each equation is of second order, two boundary conditions are required to specify each of the solution components ( ) and ( ) uniquely. For convenience, we assume homogeneous Dirichlet data at the ends as boundary conditions
The data include the prescribed functions , , , , and , which are assumed to be bounded and sufficiently smooth to ensure subsequent variational integrals are well defined and the problem is "well posed".
Let us consider two trial approximate solutions for the pair of functions ( ) and ( ) of system (1) given by
where and are parameter, ( ) are co-ordinate functions (here Bernstein and Legendre polynomials) which satisfy boundary conditions (2).
Now apply Galerkin Method [1] in system (1) we get weighted residual system of equations
Integrating by parts and setting ( ) = 0 at the boundary = 0 and = 1, then we obtain system of weighted residual equations
Now putting the representation (3) into (5) we get
We can write above equation as
= 1,2,3, … , where,
For = 1, 2, … , we get system of linear equations, which involve parameter and which can be obtained by solving system (6). System (6) can be assembled by element matrix contribution [3] . Since there is no direct method to solve nonlinear BVPs, so we describe the proposed method for nonlinear BVPs through numerical examples in the next section.
Numerical Examples
In this study, we use three BVPs; two linear and one nonlinear, which are available in the existing literature [4], the Dirichlet boundary conditions are considered to verify the effectiveness of the derived formulations. For each case we find the approximate solutions using different number of parameters with Bernstein and Legendre polynomials, and we compare these solutions with the exact solutions, and graphically which are shown in the same diagram.
Example 1
Consider the following system of equations
subject to the boundary conditions
where 0 < < 1. The exact solution of (7) are ( ) = − and ( ) = − .
Solutions using Bernstein polynomials:
We use Bernstein polynomials as trial solution to solve the system (7). Consider trial approximate solutions be
where and are parameter and , ( ) are co-ordinate functions of Bernstein polynomials which satisfy conditions (8).
Using the method illustrated in section 4, finally we get,
The above equations are equivalent to the matrix form
where,
Similarly, we can derive the equation (10) using Legendre polynomials. 
nsider trial
where and are parameter ( ) are co-ordinate functions of Legendre polynomials which satisfy conditions (14).
Using the method illustrated in section 4, finally we get
The above equations are equivalent to the matrix form 
, ..., n. 
